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Annual Report for the Academic Year 2019-2020 

It is with great pleasure that I present the annual report for the academic year 2019-2020. Throughout this 

period, our college has seen remarkable developmental endeavors and achievements. 

 A total of 133 students were admitted across various disciplines. 

 We conducted 08 add-on courses, these courses enriched students' subject knowledge and faculty 

members' expertise, contributing to the institution's growth. 

 The mentor-mentee system has significantly contributed to student grooming and growth. 

 To monitor student progress, we convened class committee and course committee meetings thrice 

per semester. 

 Students were motivated to enroll in certification courses such as INPTEL and CISCO, alongside 

participating in seminars, symposiums, and workshops. 

 Active participation in 23 sports and 11 cultural events displayed students' diverse talents. 

 Internships and innovative projects were integral to the curriculum, enhancing students' practical 

experience. 

 Faculty members were incentivized to pursue doctoral degrees and publish articles in reputable 

journals. 

 A total of 64 faculty members attended faculty development programs, with 22 non-teaching staff 

attending skill enhancement initiatives. 

 Financial support was provided for faculty members to attend conferences and workshops, 

resulting in 72faculty members participating with a support of Rs. 4,36,800 



 The central library offers resources like DELNET. Regular acquisitions of reference books based 

on department recommendations are carried out. 

 A total of 174 students appeared for final semester examinations, with 173 successfully clearing 

them. 

 Impressively, 94 students secured placements in diverse companies. 

 Embracing sustainability, a 10 KW solar energy system was implemented on the college campus. 

 As we reflect on the accomplishments of the past academic year, we anticipate even greater 

achievements in the future. These achievements were made possible by the collective efforts of 

our students, faculty, and staff. We remain committed to our mission of fostering excellence in 

education and contributing positively to our community and industry partners. 

 


